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The effects of the hydrated alumina film obtained from hydration process on the porous anodic alumina
(PAA) film fabricated under the ultrahigh voltage in a mixed electrolyte were investigated. It is found
that the hydrated alumina film can enhance the voltage of anodization and facilitate the uniform growth
of the PAA film. The suitable thickness of the hydrated alumina film can be used to facilitate the selfassembly formation of the unite cell on porous PAA film. Besides, it is found that some of aluminum
nanocones is presented on the sidewalls of the nanodents, due to the relatively poor self-assembly of the
nano-structural units, which result in the inadequacy transformation of the aluminum between the nanostructural units to the alumina. These finding may can be used for fabricating the aluminum
nanostructure on the aluminum surface directly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Porous anodic alumina (PAA) film obtained by anodization under various voltage have been
extensively used in decoration of metal/alloy coating to resist corrosion attack [1]. Along with the
advancement of science and technology, the PAA structure is gradually served as the advanced
functional materials in various field, including energy storage, templates of nanofabrications, carrier of
catalyst, and so on [2, 3]. The self-assembly PAA film with nanoscale honeycomb structure is
characterised by excellent chemical stability, easily fabrication and tunable pore features [4, 5]. In terms
of tunable pore structures, the fabrication of the PAA film with the larger interpore distances (Dint) is
still extensively investigated by the researchers, which is derived from the limited applications of the
nano-porous structures of PAA film [6-8].
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It is well recognized that the value of Dint will be in proportion to the applied anodization voltage
[9-12]. As to a certain electrolyte system, the higher anodization voltage, the large the Dint. Thus, the
direction of the investigation is how to enhance the anodization voltage and concomitantly restrain the
undesired burning or alumina breakdown. On the one hand, some of organic carboxylic acids with strong
polarity and low dissociation constants, including ethylene glycol, etidronic acid, malonic acid, and so
on, can be used to improve the undesired burning of alumina, resulting in the anodization voltage
enhanced appropriately [2, 7, 13-15]. To the best of our knowledge, however, the voltage window is still
narrow when the novel reagent is used as the anodized electrolyte. To increase the voltage window of
anodization, a mixed electrolyte with various acids is proposed and used. For example, Chen used a
mixed solution, including citric acid, phosphoric acid and ethylene glycol, to perform anodization at
ultra-high voltage [16]. The corresponding valued of Dint is achieved in the range of 1400~2036 nm,
whereas the uniform distribution of the self-assembly unit cell obtained on the PAA film is unsatisfied.
On the other hand, a thin pre-existed film forming on the Al substrate by using hard anodization can be
used for resisting the local burning or catastrophe, so that the voltage window is increased obviously
[17, 18]. However, to our knowledge, the fabricating process of the pre-existed film and the subsequent
obtention of PAA film is usually performed in the same electrolyte. In our previous work, a hydrated
alumina film obtained by hydration treatment is successfully fabricate on Al substrate to enhance the
self-assembly structure of PAA film under an excess anodization voltage of 60 V in 0.3 M oxalic acid
[19]. It is indicated that the hydrated alumina film can be served as the role of a thin pre-existed film.
Actually, the hydrated alumina film fabricated on Al substrate will consist of a porous alumina layer and
a dense alumina barrier layer, where the former can suitably improve the self-ordered array of PAA film
and the latter can enhance the withstand voltage of Al substrate. Whereas, under the ultra-high voltage
of aluminum anodization, the effects of the hydrated alumina film on the formation of PAA film with
large interpore distances is unexplored. For evaluation the role of hydration in improving the interpore
distances of PAA film under the ultra-high voltage. In this work, the hydrated alumina films with
different thickness were firstly obtained by hydration process of Al sheet, and then the as-prepared
aluminum sheets were carried out anodization under an ultra-high voltage in a mixed solution consisting
of citric acid, ethylene glycol and phosphoric acid. The self-ordered array and the interpore distances of
the obtained PAA film were investigated carefully. The investigation of the present work is to explore
insight regarding the influence of hydration on ultra-large interpore distances of anodic alumina film
obtained by anodization of ultra-high votage.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Aluminum sheets (high purity 99.999%, 1.25 mm thick, JOINWORLD, China) with the sizes of
20 mm × 20 mm were firstly ultrasonic cleaned in acetone and ethanol for 10 min to remove
contaminants. After that, the clear samples were electropolished at 0 oC in a V/V =1:4 mixture of
perchloric acid and ethanol under voltage of 20 V for 2 min to obtain a mirror surface. Then the asprepared Al sheets were performed hydration in deionized water at 97±2 oC for various times. The Al
sheets with different thickness of hydrated alumina film were carried out mild anodization (MA process)
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at ultrahigh voltage of 700 V and 800 V at 0±1 oC for 5 h in a mixed electrolyte containing 250 ml PEG400, 250 ml 2wt.% citric acid and 1 ml 0.1 wt.% phosphoric acid [16]. After the anodization, the samples
were similar electropolished at 0 oC in the above solution under voltage of 15 V for 10 s to observe the
porous anodic alumina clearly. In order to expose the aluminum substrate, some of the as-prepared
specimens were immersed into a mixed solution of 1.8 wt.% CrO3 and 6 wt.% H3PO4 for 12 h at 60 oC.
Besides, the pore enlargement was performed by dipping the as-anodized Al sheets into a 5 wt.%
phosphoric acid at 30 oC for 1 h. The obtained morphology, including the hydrated alumina film, the
anodic alumina film and the exposed aluminum substrate, were carefully observed by Field Emission
Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM, JSM-6610A, Japan).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 shows the SEM images of the hydrated alumina film fabricated by the hydration on the
electropolished aluminum foils at 90±2 oC for the duration of 1 min and 15 min. After the hydration
process, it can be seen that the aluminum surface was entirely covered by the hydrated alumina film.
And the morphology of the alumina film varies with the hydration time. It is well known that the hydrated
alumina film obtained by the hydration are composed of a porous alumina layer and a dense alumina
barrier layer. The dense barrier layer was generated at the interface of aluminum substrate/porous
layer[20, 21]. As to the porous layer of the hydrated alumina film, the thin ‘cornflake’ structure obtained
under hydration of 1 min, as shown in Fig. 1a, is thickened progressively and gather together finally, as
shown in Fig. 1b. As to the barrier layer of the hydrated alumina film, it was indicated in our previous
work that the dense alumina barrier layer can facilitate the enhancement of the anodizing voltage[19,
22]. It can be expected that the increasing thickness and compactness may be improve the anodizing
voltage further.

Figure 1. SEM images of the hydrated alumina film obtained from the hydration treatment of aluminum
foils at 90±2 oC for (a) 1 min, (b) 15 min.

The SEM surface images of the PAA film fabricated by the anodization of the electropolished
aluminum foils at potential of 700 V in a mixed electrolyte containing 250 ml PEG-400, 250 ml 2wt.%
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citric acid and 1 ml 0.1 wt.% phosphoric acid are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2a that under
the ultrahigh voltage of anodization, the electropolished aluminum foil without hydration process hardly
generate the uniform PAA film, where only a few nanoporous cells were formed randomly. Especially,
the undesired local burning of alumina, as marked with the blue arrow in Fig. 2a, were also generate
under the ultrahigh voltage, which indicate that the bare aluminum foil cannot perform the rigorous
anodization in the above electrolyte [23, 24]. In contrast, after the ultrahigh voltage of anodization, the
samples with hydrated alumina film produce the PAA film which is uniformly distributed on the
aluminum surface. And the nanoporous structures, as shown in Fig. 2b and c, are also evenly distributed
on the aluminum surface. As can be expected, the hydrated alumina film, served as the role of the preanodic oxide film formed in the HA anodization process, can increase the voltage of anodization.
However, it is found that the surface morphology of the PAA film in Fig. 2b is relatively rough by
comparison with the surface morphology in Fig. 2c, implying that the various morphologies of the
hydrated alumina film are the major factors responsible for the morphologies difference in Fig. 2b and
c. After statistics the interpore distance of the nanoporous on the PAA film, the average value of the
interpore distance is 1.55 μm in Fig. 2b and 1.62 μm in Fig. 2c.

Figure 2. SEM images of PAA film fabricated by anodization of the electropolished aluminum foil (a)
without hydration process and with (b) 1min and (c) 15 min hydration process. The applied
potential is 700 V in a mixed electrolyte containing 250 ml PEG-400, 250 ml 2wt.% citric acid
and 1 ml 0.1 wt.% phosphoric acid.

And the average sizes of the nanopore is 235 nm in Fig. 2b and 256 nm in Fig. 2c. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that the hydrated alumina film obtained by hydration treatment was found to strongly affects
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not only the endurance of the anodization voltage, but as well the surface appearance and its nanoporous
structure, including the size and interpore distance. In our previous work, the anodization process was
performed in a solution of 60 V in 0.3 mol/L oxalic acid electrolyte. And it has been proved that the
barrier layer included in hydrated alumina film can increase the voltage of anodization, and the porous
layer can observably improve the self-ordered array of nanostructure[19, 25]. It is indicated in the present
work that under the ultrahigh voltage of anodization, the hydrated alumina film obtained by hydration
process also can be to play a role of pre-existed film in PAA film fabrication.
Fig. 3 shows the nanoporous structure obtained by dipping the corresponding PAA film of Fig.
2b and c in a 5 wt.% phosphoric acid at 30 oC for 1 h. It can be seen from the Figure that the enlarged
nanoporous are uniformly distributed on the entire PAA film. However, the integrality of the PAA film
in Fig. 3 is distinguishing. The integrality of the PAA film in Fig. 3a is superior to that in Fig. 3b. In Fig.
3b, the convex cell and concave defects, marked with blue and yellow arrows respectively, were
observed clearly. This imperfection of the PAA film in Fig. 3b can be attributed to the fact that the gather
together of the ‘cornflake’ structure of the porous layer, as shown in Fig. 1b, could weaken its effect to
tunable self-ordered array of PAA film [26, 27]. Therefore, the thickness of the hydrated alumina film
obtained by hydration process should be suitable to ensure the integrality of the PAA film.

Figure 3. The SEM images of the nanoporous structure obtained by dipping the corresponding PAA
film of Fig. 2b and c in a 5 wt.% phosphoric acid at 30 oC for 1 h.

After the first step anodization under the ultrahigh voltage and the obtained PAA films were
stripped clearly, the nanodents on the aluminum substrate is presented in Fig. 4. Due to the first
anodization and the ultrahigh voltage of anodization, the arrangement of the nanodents is disordered and
the corresponding size is uneven. However, it is surprising that some of aluminum nanocones is
presented on the sidewalls of the nanodents, as marked with the blue arrow in Fig. 4. The generated
nanocones underneath the PAA film can be attributed to the poor self-assembly of the nano-structural
units, resulting in the inadequacy transformation of the aluminum between the nano-structural units to
the alumina. These notably finding may be used for fabricating the aluminum nanostructure on the
aluminum surface directly.
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Figure 4. The SEM images of the nanodents on the aluminum substrate after stripping the corresponding
PAA film that is depicted in Fig.3.

To investigate the higher voltage of anodization, the electropolished aluminum foil with 15 min
hydration treatment were performed anodization under the voltage of 800 V in a mixed electrolyte
containing 250 ml PEG-400, 250 ml 2wt.% citric acid and 1 ml 0.1 wt.% phosphoric acid. It can be seen
from Fig. 5a that under the ultrahigh voltage, the obtained PAA film cannot uniformly cover on the
aluminum surface. Due to the large strain, the crack is produced on the PAA film. The magnified
morphology of the PAA film is showed in Fig. 5b, where the nano-structural unit is also formed during
the anodization. Meanwhile, it can be seen that the nanopore was found to not only generated on the
center of the unit, but as well at every angle of the hexagon, as shown the mark in Fig. 5b. The mechanism
of the nanopore distribution on the aluminum foil with hydrated alumina film under the ultrahigh voltage
of anodization can be investigated further. Therefore, it is indicated that the withstand voltage of
anodization improved by the hydrated alumina film is limited.

Figure 5. The SEM images of PAA film fabricated by anodization of the electropolished aluminum foil
with 15 min hydration process. The applied potential is 800 V in a mixed electrolyte containing
250 ml PEG-400, 250 ml 2wt.% citric acid and 1 ml 0.1 wt.% phosphoric acid.

4. CONCLUSION
In this work, based on the previous investigation, the effects of the hydrated alumina film
obtained by hydration process on the PAA film with large interpore distances were investigated
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detailedly. It is demonstrated that under the 700 V voltage of anodization, the obtained hydrated alumina
film on the aluminum surface can facilitate the uniform growth of the PAA film, where the nanapore
with various sizes was generated. However, when the duration of hydration process was prolonged, the
progressively thickened and assembled hydrated alumina film has a negative self-assembly impact,
resulting in the uniformity of the PAA film decreased. Besides, it is amazedly found that some of
nanocones of aluminum is presented on the sidewalls of the nanodents, which can be used for fabricating
the aluminum nanostructure on the aluminum surface directly. When the voltage of anodization is up to
800 V, the hydrated alumina film cannot served as the role of the pre-existed film to withstand the
voltage, which result in the PAA film is generated on aluminum surface randomly.
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